Abstract
1. Introduction and motivation

23
Legacy software systems are often reverse engineered 24 in order to extract design information that can be used 25 by software engineers to aid the software maintenance 26 effort. Views of a software systemÕs design are typically 27 represented as directed graphs, where the nodes repre-28 sent software entities such as functions, classes, mod-29 ules, or files, and the directed edges represent binary 30 relations between those entities such as function invoca-31 tion, variable use, inheritance, module imports, and file 32 inclusion. When these graphs become large, clustering 33 algorithms can be used to partition them in order to 34 make them easier to comprehend.
35
A variety of criteria have been used to partition soft-36 ware graphs. A reasonable criterion is to partition a 37 graph so that clusters exhibit high cohesion but low cou-38 pling. We used this criterion in our earlier work on the 39 Bunch clustering system and 40 use this same criterion in this work. 41 Software clustering tools create abstract structural 42 views of the entities and relations present in the source 43 code. These views, which can be considered a ''road 44 map'' of a systemÕs structure, can help software engi-45 neers cope with the complexity of software development 46 and maintenance. 47 The first step of a typical design extraction process 48 (see Fig. 1 ) is to determine the entities and relations in 49 the source code and store the resultant data in either a 50 database, as many source code analysis tools do (Chen, 51 1995) , or a set of files, as many code fact extractors do 52 (Holt et al., xxxx) . This data can then be queried by 53 the user to obtain information about the codeÕs struc- 86 climbing (Russell and Norvig, 2002) , simulated anneal-87 ing, and genetic algorithms (Goldberg, 1989 ). It has 88 been shown, by extensive experimentation (Mitchell 89 and Mancoridis, 2002; Mitchell and Mancoridis, 90 2003) , that Bunch produces good results consistently 91 and quickly. However, one known limitation of meta-92 heuristic search algorithms is their inability to guarantee 93 the proximity of their solutions to the optimal solution. 94 Another limitation is that meta-heuristic search algo-95 rithms often give poor results because they converge to 96 local optimum solutions that are far from the optimal 97 one. The fact that Bunch produces consistent results 98 across many types of systems indicates that the search 99 space has one or more basins of attraction that all con-100 verge to solutions of similar quality. However, we do 101 not know if these solutions are close to the optimal 102 solution.
103 In this paper we answer the following question:
104
Can an efficient software clustering algorithm, one that 105 guarantees near-optimal solutions, be created?
106
From a practical aspect, the answers to this question 107 is important because it provides an increased confidence 108 to software engineers who analyze systems. From a the-109 oretical aspect, the answer is important because it pro-110 vides an approximation algorithm to a known NP-111 Hard problem (Garey and Johnson, 1979) as well as 112 leads to a method for comparing clustering solutions 113 (ones that use the same clustering criterion we do) to 114 the optimal solution. 115 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 116 2 reviews related research in (a) clustering algorithms for 
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117 reverse engineering, (b) the clustering algorithms sup-118 ported by Bunch, and (c) polynomial-time approxima-119 tion algorithms for graph clustering; Section 3 120 describes our Spectral algorithm, which guarantees solu-121 tions that are within a known factor of the optimal solu-122 tion in polynomial time; Section 4 describes a case study 123 consisting of 13 software systems to compare the results 124 produced by Bunch with those produced by the Spectral 125 algorithm; Section 5 concludes the paper by identifying 126 future research opportunities. 127 2. Related work
128
The primary bodies of related work are from the 129 areas of software clustering and combinatorial 130 optimization. (1) and (2)) works by cal-227 culating a value which we call the Cluster Factor (CF) 228 for each cluster. Given an MDG partitioned into k clus-229 ters, MQ is calculated by summing CF for each cluster 230 of the partitioned MDG. CF i for cluster i (1 6 i 6 k) is 231 defined as a normalized ratio between the total weight 232 of the internal edges (edges within the cluster) and half 233 of the total weight of external edges (edges that exit or 234 enter the cluster). The weight of the external edges is 235 split in half in order to apply an equal penalty to both 236 clusters that are connected by an external edge. We refer 237 to the internal edges of a cluster as intra-edges (l i ), and 238 the edges between two distinct clusters i and j as inter-239 edges (e i,j and e j,i respectively). If edge weights are not 240 provided by the MDG, we assume that each edge has 241 a weight of 1. 242 The MQ measurement design is based on the assump-243 tion that good software systems consist of a set of 244 highly-cohesive subsystems (clusters in the MDG) that 245 are loosely coupled together. 
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256 a graph known as the Laplacian. The study of the con-257 nection between Laplacian and the eigen-values to find 258 the partitions of undirected graphs originated in the 259 work of Donath and Hoffman, as well as Fiedler 260 (Donath and Hoffman, 1973; Fiedler, 1975 Spectral clustering is a general framework for parti-276 tioning the rows and columns of matrices derived from 277 the data in terms of few of their eigenvectors. In most 278 cases the clustering problem will be related to a variation 279 of cuts in graphs, and the spectral method will be an 280 underlying technique for the approximation of graph 281 partition problems (Chung, 1997 
311
Given the MDG of a software system, we search for a 312 ''good'' partition of the MDG. We accomplish this by 313 treating clustering as an optimization problem where 314 the goal is to maximize the value of an objective func-315 tion. This objective function characterizes the trade-off 316 between coupling (i.e., connections between the compo-317 nents of two distinct clusters) and cohesion (i.e., connec-318 tions between the components of the same cluster). 319 What makes this an appropriate objective function is 320 that it is based on a classical engineering tradeoff which 321 states that well-designed systems are a loose synthesis of 322 highly complex components. Software is almost always 323 designed with this tradeoff in mind. For example, the 324 structure of a compiler is typically a simple pipeline of 325 compilation phases, where each phases is implemented 326 as a complex set of lower-level software components. 327 Our objective function was designed with this tradeoff 328 in mind. Although we could have used other criteria 329 for clustering the structure of a software system (e.g., 330 similar names in files or functions), our objective func-331 tion will cluster the structure of software to recover 332 the architecture of the system. Specifically, the objective 333 function is designed to identify the set of complex com-334 ponents that constitute individual software capabilities 335 as well as to identify how these components interact 336 with other complex components in the rest of the 337 system. 338 We refer to our objective function as an additive 339 function of cluster factors (CF): 340
342 342 343 Here, CF i for cluster i (1 6 i 6 k) is a function of the 344 normalized ratio between the total weight of the internal 345 edges (l i ) and the total weight of the external edges (e i,j 346 and e j,i ): 347
;ðei;jþej;iÞ otherwise: 
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360
We will start our reformulation by introducing some 361 algebraic notations related to the structure of MDG. Let 362 A denote the adjacency matrix of MDG, i.e., A u;v ¼ 1 if 363 u 5 v and hu, vi is a source-level relation between mod-364 ules u and v, let d(u) denote the degree of module u in the 365 MDG, and L denote the Laplacian matrix of the 366 MDG, i.e., L u;u ¼ dðuÞ, L u;v ¼ À1 if A u;v ¼ 1, and 0 367 otherwise. 368 We start our reformulation of MQ by translating 369 each CF i in terms of indicator variables x i s and Matrix 370 L. Since l 1 and l 2 respectively represent the total 371 weight of the internal edges in C 1 and C 2 , we will have:
374 Using the definition of Laplacian matrix L, we can 375 see that for every i 2 {1, . . ., jMj}, where M denotes the 376 set of modules in the MDG:
378 378 379 the above in turn implies: 380
382 382 383 similarly: 384 We can use (5) and (7) to rewrite CF 1 in following 401 form: , and e denote an 436 identity vector whose entries are all 1s. Then the optimi-437 zation problem in (9) can be reformulated as an integer-438 programming problem of the following quadratic form: 439 
dðiÞ: 453 453
454
Let Y = (e + X) À b(e À X), then:
Using these equalities and the definition of vector Y, 458 the optimal solution to the MDG bisection in (10) can 459 be obtained from the following optimization problem: 460 ; 1 È É ; 1 6 i 6 467 j M j, from the optimization problem in (11) results in 468 the well-known eigen-value problem known as Ray-469 leighÕs quotient (Golub and Loan, 1996) . It is known 470 that the minimizer of any quadratic form In the ideal case, the entries of the solution to the 477 optimization problem in (11) assume one of two discrete 478 values, and the values of the entries can be used to deter-479 mine clusters C 1 and C 2 . Unfortunately, the entries of an 480 eigenvector can assume any real value since we removed 481 the constraint y i 2 a aÀ1
; 1 È É ; 1 6 i 6 j M j from our 482 optimization problem. Removing this constraint makes 483 this problem tractable. In the absence of a binary solu-484 tion to (11) we can use a deterministic rounding schema 485 that is commonly used for the solution of integer pro-486 gramming problems (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988) : 487 sort the entries of eigenvector Y and find an appropriate 488 splitting point that generates a partition {C 1 , C 2 } that 489 maximizes MQ in (9) (see Section 3.1 for details). 490 To understand why computing the optimal clustering 491 at each spectral level produces a globally good cluster-492 ing, it should be mentioned that through a similar line 493 of argument that resulted in equation (11), one can show 494 the eigenvector corresponding to third smallest eigen-495 value is the relaxed solution for optimally sub-dividing 496 the first two clusters obtained using the second eigenvec-497 tor (Fiedler, 1975) . In fact, the strategy of computing 498 consecutive eigenvalues can be extended for subsequent 499 clusters. In practice (Boppana, 1988) , however, the 500 rounding of real-valued solutions to discrete integer val-501 ues for all values of k will generate highly unstable solu-502 tions. As a result, after partitioning the MDG into 503 clusters C 1 and C 2 , we can run the bisection procedure 504 recursively, in a top-down fashion, on the sub-MDGs 505 induced by sets C 1 and C 2 . Each branch of this recursion 506 terminates when a further partitioning of its clusters 507 does not improve the value of MQ. 508 3.1. Recursive bisection algorithm 509 Our recursive bisection clustering algorithm can be 510 summarized as follows: 511 1. Given an MDG on software modules M, construct 512 the diagonal matrix of degrees D to create the Lapla-513 cian matrix L. 514 2. Define the eigenequation LX ¼ kDX for the jMj-515 dimensional vector X. Then, compute all of the roots 516 of this system (the eigenvalues and eigenvectors) 517 using standard techniques (Golub and Loan, 1996) . 518 3. The eigenvector corresponding to the smallest non-519 zero eigenvalue is used as the characteristic vector 520 for the bisection. Use the entries of this vector to split 521 the modules of the MDG so that the break-point 522 maximizes the new value of MQ. 523 4. If the bisection improves the quantity of MQ, then 524 bisect each sub-MDG obtained in the previous step, 525 recursively. Otherwise, stop the clustering algorithm. 526 527 In order to improve the quality of the recursive bisec-528 tion algorithm, we added two post-processing steps. A 529 module u in cluster C is an isolated element, if all the 530 incoming or outgoing edges adjacent to u are from mod-531 ules outside of C. In the clean-up step, we first remove 532 all isolated modules from every cluster generated by 533 the recursive bisection. Then, we re-execute the algo-
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534 rithm on the induced MDG defined on these modules. 535 Finally, if after the clean-up step there are still isolated 536 modules, we try to locate more suitable alternative clus-537 ters (i.e., that result in a higher MQ value) to house these 538 modules. . Conductance volume for a set is defined as the ra-548 tio of the number of edges inside the set over the total 549 number of edges adjacent to the vertices in the set. Sim-550 ilarly, the normalized inter-cluster volume is defined as 551 the ratio of edges leaving the set over the total number 552 of edges adjacent to the vertices in the set. In fact, the 553 conductance and normalized inter-cluster volumes are 554 the two main terms of our MQ function. It is interesting 555 that the MQ formulation was discovered in 1998 by 556 Mancoridis et al. (1998) before the concepts of conduct-557 ance volume and normalized inter-cluster volume were 558 articulated in the theory community. This shows that 559 our concept of coupling and cohesion shows up else-560 where with an almost identical mathematical 561 formulation. 562
Formally, a clustering fC 1 ; . . . ; C l g of M is called an 563 (a, )-clustering if the conductance volume of each clus-564 ter is at least a, and the normalized inter-cluster volume 565 is at most an -fraction of the total number of edges. As-566 sume that (a*, *) denotes the conductance and normal-567 ized inter-cluster volumes for the optimal clustering on 568 an MDG. Recently, Kannan et al. (2000) showed that 569 if the measure of quality for a cluster is the normalized 570 volume, then any recursive approximate-cut algorithm 571 will generate a clustering with a conductance volume 572 ofã ¼ a Ã c 1 log 2 jMj and a normalized inter-cluster volume of 573 ¼ c 2 log 2 j M j, for absolute constants c 1 and c 2 . They, 574 subsequently, generalized their result to show that if the 575 measure of quality for a cluster S is any function of the 576 following form:
UðSÞ ¼ P u2S;v6 2S A u;v minðVolðSÞ; VolðM n SÞÞ ; ð12Þ 578 578 579 (where the Vol of a set is the number of edges of the set 580 and A u,v is the adjacency structure between u and v) then 581 the optimization algorithm that is based on this function 582 will have the same performance guarantee, albeit with 583 different constants c 1 and c 2 . It is easy to see that the for-584 mulation of MQ in (10) satisfies a similar condition on 585 every cluster and, thus, will have a similar performance 586 guarantee. In short, the recursive bisection algorithm 587 will generate clusters that have a conductance volume 588 within a factor 1 c 1 log 2 n of the optimal and an inter-cluster 589 volume within a factor of c 2 log 2 n of the optimal. 
